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Ruppia maritima L.
Common names: ditch grass
Origin: native
Voucher: OSC, most recently collected in 2011.
FN - 22:76, accepted, in Oregon; FPN - 566, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IL - 1:91, accepted, in Oregon (implied); IN - 6:42, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM - 1308, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1504, accepted, given distribution: NCo, sw SnJV (Soda Lake, San Luis Obispo Co.), CW, SCo, ChI; +- worldwide.; VP - 1:175, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Synonyms:
Ruppia cirrhosa (Petagna) Grande
FN - 22:76, accepted, in Oregon; Ito et al., 2010 - ; JPM - 1308, accepted, in Oregon (implied); JPM2 - 1504, accepted, in Oregon (implied).

Ruppia maritima L. var. rostrata J. Agardh
FN - 22:076, synonym for Ruppia maritima, in Oregon; IN - 6:43, synonym for Ruppia maritima, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 75, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Ruppia maritima L. var. obliqua (Schur) Asch. & Graebn.
FN - 22:076, synonym for Ruppia maritima, in Oregon; IN - 6:43, synonym for Ruppia maritima, in Oregon (implied); PEK - 75, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).

Ruppia maritima L. var. maritima
PEK - 74, accepted, in Oregon (explicit).
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